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Medical forms have long been considered the “worst of the worst” in terms 
of complicated structured paper forms whose data must be extracted.  Red 
ink, black ink, CMS, UB, medical, dental, pharmacy – the forms are endless and 
are endless in their differences from each other.  For healthcare providers the 
burden and cost to process these documents has been significant.

With recent technological advances PaperFree has been able to solve these 
headaches – with ClaimsPAK+.  ClaimsPAK+ was built from the ground up to 
work hand in hand with the world’s leading capture software – EMC|Captiva.  
This robust toolkit utilizes a purpose-built capture platform for medical form 
classification and processing and can process documents faster and more 
accurately than other solutions available today.  CMS1500 and UB04 processing 
are available out of the box and dental, pharmacy, and other forms can be easily 
added to the workflow as needed.

ClaimsPAK+ also works from a variety of input sources – mail, faxes, email, or 
other electronic transmissions – giving it flexibility to adapt to your workflow.  
Once in the system, ClaimsPAK+’s advanced IDR/OCR/ICR/OMR technology 
quickly classifies the form type and other supporting documents, extracts key 
processing information, and then populates that information into your backend 
system for easy retrieval later.

Features | Benefits
•	Automatically classifies 

medical documents

•	Extracts key 
information from 
documents

•	Fastest processing

•	Easily add new medical 
form types

•	Accepts input from 
multiple sources

The trusted leader in information capture and management

ClaimsPAK+™

Process your claims quickly, accurately, and easily with automatic document classification



Forms Processed

CMS

UB04

Medical

Dental

Pharmacy
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ClaimsPAK+ is the next evolution for the Captiva platform
ClaimsPAK+ not only replaces the legacy ClaimPack solution for FormWare but also provides 

significant improvements in virtually every area of the solution.  Built on the latest Captiva 

platform technology, ClaimsPAK+ was built to take advantage of the latest in technology 

improvements including the use of advanced IDR (Intelligent Document Recognition) and 

advanced extraction capability for higher accuracy when extracting data from complex medical 

claim forms and attachments.

Desktop+
An improved user interface adds significant flexibility in the areas of the user interface as well 

as the ability to add additional functionality with the use of new plug-ins.

Designer and Rules Engines
Two powerful tools that allow complete configuration control and definition to the entire 

process. Add new forms, fields, or business rules with ease. Make changes without having to 

access code directly or deal with costly customizations.

Proven, efficient, out of the box workflow
The solution comes with a workflow already designed and ready to go to drive maximum 

efficiency. Use this initial workflow for your processing operations or simply as a baseline 

to start your own customization of a workflow designed to meet your specific business and 

operational needs.

Whether you are an existing Captiva user or are considering automating or updating your 

operation, ClaimsPAK+ provides the ability to process medical claims fast, efficiently, and with 

the highest degree of accuracy.
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